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1. INTRODUCTION 
The projective symplectic group PSp4,,(q) acts naturally on PG(4rr - 1, q), 
projective (4n - I)-dimensional space over the field GF(q) of q elements, and 
fixes a symplectic polarity. In [ 5 ] I constructed a spread 2 in PG(4n - 1, q) 
consisting of totally isotropic lines of the polarity; the lines of ,‘i partition 
the points of PG(4n - 1, q). I showed further [ 5, p. 183 1 that the stabilizer in 
PSp4n(q) of .‘r is the semidirect product PSp,,(q’).(cr), where CJ is the 
collineation of the PG(2n - 1, q2) on which PSpzn(q2) naturally acts, 
obtained by applying to each coordinate the involutory automorphism 
/1++ A4 of GF(q2). The principal message of the present paper is that 
PSp2,(q”).(a) is a maximal subgroup of PSp,,(q) for each positive integer n 
and each finite field GF(q). 
A number of results about the maximality in the classical groups of the 
subgroups stabilizing certain sets of subspaces have already appeared. King 
116, 17, 19 1 has discussed when the stabilizer of a single subspace is 
maximal and settled all but the anisotropic case. He has also shown that the 
global stabilizers of various direct sums of subspaces are maximal in the 
appropriate classical groups 118,20], and Key 114, 15 ] has proved results in 
the same vein. King’s proofs depend crucially on the existence in the 
stabilizers of transvections or semi-transvections; some of the latter are long- 
root elements. Earlier maximality results of mine of a different kind exploit 
the occurrence of transvections in the subgroups in question [ 7-9 I. Key uses 
results about linear groups generated by homologies or transvections. A 
number of authors have contributed to the cataloguing of the irreducible and 
primitive subgroups of the classical groups generated by transvections or 
homologies or reflections. Mention should be made of McLaughlin (21 I, 
Piper 125-27 1, Pollatsek 128 ] and Wagner 132. 331. Stark 1301 examined 
subgroups of odd characteristic orthogonal groups that are generated by 
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entire root groups, while Kantor ( 13) has dealt fully with subgroups of the 
classical groups that are generated by a conjugacy class of long-root 
elements and satisfy a simple group-theoretic condition. PSpzn(q’) . (a). 
considered as acting on PG(4n - 1, q), is not generated in any such fashion: 
indeed it contains no such elements! Thus the proof that PSp2,,(q2) . (u) is 
maximal in PSp,,(q) cannot make use of the simplest geometric elements of 
PSp4,(q), namely, its transvections, which are its long-root elements. Instead, 
and unusualy, it proceeds by induction and makes use of the 
Remak-Klein-Fricke result for a subgroup of a direct product of two groups 
and one of King’s maximality theorems for the stabilizer of a subspace. The 
initial case n = 1 can be dealt with in various ways. One can use Mitchell’s 
list of the maximal subgroups of PSp,(q) for q odd 1231 together with 
Flesner’s work [ 121 on some of the maximal subgroups of PSp,(2”), or use 
for q even the standard isomorphism of PSp,(q) with an orthogonal group 
acting on PG(4, q) and known maximality results for orthogonal subgroups 
of symplectic groups [6, 91. 
The construction of (51 gives spreads of greater generality than .Y. There 
is a spread .Yr of PG(2m - 1, q) consisting of totally isotropic PG(r - 1, q) 
of a symplectic polarity [5, p. 1791, whose stabilizer in the group PSp,,,(q) 
of the polarity is the semidirect product PSpzn(qr) . (o), where u is now the 
collineation of period r of the PG(2n - 1, qr) on which PSpzn(qr) naturally 
acts induced by applying to each coordinate the automorphism L t, Ay of 
GF(q’) [S, p. 183 1. Our (‘r is .Y1 ; only the cases r > 1 are interesting. The 
question arises: when is PSpzn(qr) . ( o a maximal subgroup of PSp,,,(q)? ) 
We know it is when r = 2. I have proved that PSp,(q”) . (u) is maximal in 
PSp,(q) when q is even [lo]. There is no intrinsic geometric reason why this 
result should be true only for even q, it is just that the proof given in [ lo] 
makes heavy use of Mwene’s list [ 241 of the maximal subgroups of 
PSL,(2”)--one of the few groups all of whose maximal subroups are 
known-and the special interrelationships of symplectic and orthogonal 
geometry in the characteristic 2 case. As a partial answer to the question I 
prove in Section 3 that if r > 2 is composite then PSpzn(qr) . (a) is not 
maximal in PSp,,,(q); it is strictly contained in the stabilizer of ,Yir. where t 
is a prime divisor of r. This suggests that PSpzn(qr) . (u) is maximal in 
PSp,,,(q) if r is a prime. It it is then, for any r, we have identified maximal 
subgroups of PSp,,,(q) containing PSpz,(qr) . (u). The reason that the case 
of the prime r = 2 is tractable in this paper is that we consider actions on the 
totally isotropic lines: these are easier to handle than higher-dimensional 
totally isotropic subspaces of symplectic polarities. 
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2. THE PROOF OF THE MAXIMALITY THEOREM 
2.1. In the course of the proof that PSpzn(q2) . (u) is maximal in 
PSp,,(q) we need to use at various points details of the construction of .i 
obtained in [ 5 1. We collect here the relevant facts from [5, pp. 175-179 1 and 
introduce some notation. Notice that we are taking the case r = 2 of 15 1. that 
the N or [ 5 ] is our n, and that the 17 of [ 5 ] is our 211. 
Write K = GF(q) and t = GF(q*), and let w be a primitive root of L. 
Then 1 and w form a base for L over K, and if A is an element of L, then 
A=/I,,+A,w=h’& (1) 
where h’ = (A,,, 1,) has its entries in K and 6’ = (1, CU). One can set up a 
bijection x t, x from the 2n-dimensional vector space L2” to the 4n- 
dimensional vector space K’” by defining x’ = (xi? x;,..., xi,,) if X’ = 
c-r , . x1...., x*,,). If A is a member of GL2,(q2) then to the map x tr AX of L’” 
corresponds a map x t-, Ax of K4”, where A is in GL,,(q). To the semi- 
linear map u of L*” defined by xi tt x7, i = 1. 2,.... 2n, corresponds a 
nonsingular linear map x tt Mx of K”‘. 
The vectors of the one-dimensional subspace (x) of L’” spanned by x are 
K-linear combinations of x and ox; they correspond in K’” to the vectors of 
a subspace of dimension 2; we shall often call this space k,. Let 
R = {k,:xE L*“,x#O}. (2) 
Let PG(2n ~ 1, q*) have for its points the one dimensional subspaces of L”‘. 
and PG(4n - I, q) have for its points the one-dimensional subspaces of K”‘. 
To k, corresponds a line of PG(4n - 1, q), which we shall often denote by 
s,. Write 
/ = (s,: x E L2”, x # 0). 
Then / is a spread of PG(4n ~ 1, q): it is what was called YZ in 15 1. Each 
point of PG(4n ~ 1, q) lies on exactly one line of / , so each nonzero vector 
of K”’ lies in exactly one member of 8’. 
Let B(x,y) be the canonical alternating bilinear form on L’” given by 
B(x,y) = (x, j’* -x*I’,) + (x4’4 --Y,1’3) + ... + C~2,? ,I’*,, --Y?,,?‘?,, ,). (3) 
Then 
B(x,y) = B”(X, Y) + wB,(x, Yh (4) 
where B,(x, y) and B,(x, y) are alternating bilinear forms on K”‘. There are 
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&,/I, in K, not both zero, such that M is in the symplectic group Sp,,,(q) of 
the alternating form 
,~(X,Y)=Po~o(x,Y)+81B,(x,Y); (5) 
this form is nonsigular. ,4(x, y) induces a symplectic polarity /i in 
PG(4n - 1, q); each line s, is totally isotropic in A. Equivalently k, is a 
totally isotropic subspace of/1(x, y). The early pages of [5 ] together with its 
Theorem 6 [5, p. 1831 show that the stabilizer of .Y in PSpjn(q) is 
PSp,,(q2) . ( > h u , w ere PSpzn(q2) is associated with B(x,y), and the action of 
PSp2n(q2) . (u) on PG(4n - 1, q) is obtained via the bijection x t-t x. The 
double use of o for a map of L2” and its image in PG(2n - I, q’) causes no 
confusion. Now PSp&q) is the quotient of Spa,,(q) by (-I,,) and PSp2,Z(q’) 
the quotient of Sp,,(q’) by -I,,,). As is easily checked, -12,, acting on L*” 
corresponds to -I,, acting on K4”. Hence, as is intrinsic in 15 1, the stabilizer 
of .Y in Sp4,,(q) is Sp,,(q*) . (o), considered as acting on K4”. 
2.2. We can now begin the proof of 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that o is the involutory map of a Zn-dimensional 
vector space over GF(q’) obtained by mapping each coordinate to its qth 
power. 
(i) Zf n 2 1 then PSpzn(q2) . ( u is a maximal subgroup of PSp,,(q). ) 
(ii) If n > 1 the12 Sp2,,(q’) . (u) is a maximal subgroup of Sp,,!(q). 
Proof By a fundamental theorem on group homomorphisms there is a 
bijective correspondence between subgroups of Sp4,,(q) containing its centre 
(-Id”) and the subgroups of PSp,,(q) z Sp4n(q)/(-14,t) 11,~. 12 1. In view of 
the correspondence between -I,, of Sp2,(q2) with -I,,, mentioned at the 
end of Section 2.2, (i) and (ii) are equivalent statements. Although the 
geometric language is more graphic for the case of (i) we shall prove (ii): 
this will allow us to use vector and matrix calculations. 
Suppose that 
S~2,,(4~). (u? < G < Spdq). (6) 
In order to prove that G = Sp,,(q) we must intertwine various strands of 
argument. We summarise the conclusions of each labelled subsection at its 
close. 
(a) We first obtain information about the image under the correspon 
dence x I + x of a t-dimensional subspace V of L’“. If t”“. L”“...., I,)(‘) form a 
base of Y then each vector in V is, by Eq. (l), a K-linear combination of 
r(l)q c(2) ,..., CC". WC'('), m,!(2' ,...) ov"'; and conversely. Moreover, c(l)...., c(“. 
wc(I) ,..., WV”) are linearly independent over K, since if a non-zero K-linear 
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combination of them is 0 then so is a non-zero L-linear combination of 
u(l) u(‘) If J, E K then to Ax in L’” corresponds Ax in K4”. Hence the ‘..., . 
image U in K4” of V is the 2t-dimensional subspace with basis 
“(1) , v(‘) ,..., v(I), u(I), II’*) ,..., u(“, where u(‘) = WE’ for i = 1, 2 ,..., t. 
The conjugate space V’ of V with respect to B(x,y) has dimension 
2n ~ tl 1, p. 41, so its image W in K ” is a subspace of dimension 4n--2t. This 
is the dimension of the conjugate space U’ of U with respect to ii(x. y). Let 
y E W. If x E U then B(x, y) = 0. Hence, by Eq. (4) 
B,(x, y) = B, (x, y) = 0. 
Then, by Eq. (5), A(x, y) = 0. It follows that y E U- and so W < U-. Since 
they have the same dimensions W = U’. 
We conclude that to a t-dimensional subspace V of L”’ corresponds a 2t- 
dimensional subspace U of KKj” and that to the conjugate subspace V- of V 
with respect to B(x, y) corresponds the conjugate subspace U- of U with 
respect to A(x, y). 
(b) Let 0 # a E L’“. A transvection T of Sp?,,(q’) centred on (a) has 
the form 11, pp. 9, 101 
T: x ---t x + iB(x. a), (7) 
where 0 # 1 E L. Consider the image T of T acting on K““. By the definition 
of Section 2.1 we see that TX = x if and only if TX = x. while Eq. (7) shows 
that TX =x if and only if x E (a)-. Hence, by (a), the subspace of vectors 
fixed by T is ki. We shall henceforth call the subspace of vectors fixed by a 
linear map its fixed space. The q2 - 1 possible values of 2 in Eq. (7) 
correspond to different transvections. Thus, considered as acting on K’“. 
there are at least q’ - 1 elements of Sp,,,(q’) . (a) having k,f for fixed space. 
Consider a 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspace (x, y) of K”’ not in 
iy. Then y & (x) and so (x, y) has dimension 2. Its image in K4” is (k.,, kv), 
of dimension 4, by (a), and containing (x, y). Suppose that C is an element 
of Sp,,,(q’) . (a) that has (x, y)’ for fixed space. Then C = AM”‘, where 
A E Sp2,,(q2) and m is 0 or 1, and corresponds to C = Aa”, acting on L”‘. 
Now C fixes each vector of (k,, k,.) so, by (a), C fixes each vector of 
(x,J>)-. The dimension of (x, y)- is 2n - 2. If n > 1 take 0 # u E (x.J)-. 
Then for each 1 in L 
Au = C;lu = ~y”‘Ao”u. (8) 
For 2 = 1 we obtain Aa”‘u = U, and then from Eq. (8) we have iy”’ = ,J for 
each A. Hence m = 0, and C = A so that C = A. If the fixed space of A has 
dimension t then, by (a), the fixed space of A has dimension 2t. Thus 
2t = 4n - 2, the dimension of (x, y)‘, and so t = 2n - 1. Thus A fixes a 
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hyperplane of L2” and so [ 1, pp. 9, IO] IS a transvection. By the previous 
paragraph we deduce that the fixed space of A is some k,:, a contradiction. 
Thus C cannot exist if n > 1. Suppose that n = 1, so that L2 = (x, ~1). Take, 
momentarily, x and y to be a base of L2 and (2,~) to be coordinates with 
respect to this base. Then C is given by 
for some 2 x 2 matrix D over L. Since C fixes x and y which are in (x, y) ‘, 
C fixes x and y which have respective coordinates (1,0) and (0, 1). We must 
thus have D = I,. Since C # I, we see that C # I, and hence that m = 1. 
Thus there is at most one such C and thus at most one such C. 
Let U be a totallt, isotropic 2-dimensional subspace of K4”. We have 
shown that if U E .F then there are at least q2-1 members of Sp2,,(q2) (u) 
whose fixed space is U’, while if U @ R then there is at most one member of 
Spzn(q2) . (a) whosefixed space is U’. 
(c) By Witt’s theorem [2, pp. 21, 23 ] Sp2n(q2) acts transitively on the 
one-dimensional subspaces of L’“. Hence Sp2n(q2) and thus Spzn(q2) . (0) 
act transitively on the members of .I?. What are the orbits under 
Sp2,,(q2) . (0) of the other 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces of K’” 
for n(x, y)? Let (x, y) and (x,9) be two such subspaces. Then (x,p) and 
(Z,$) each have dimension 2. By (a), the image of (x, y) in K4” is (k,, k,), 
of dimension 4. The vectors of (x, y) are the images of the various 1x + ,UY 
with k and ,D in K. Thus the members of .f that meet (x, y) non-trivially, one 
through each non-zero vector of (x, y) by Section 2.1, lie in (k,, k,,) and are 
the k, where a = 1x + py and i, ,D E K. There are two possibilities: either 
B(x, u) = 0 or B(x, y) # 0. Suppose B(x, y) = 0. Then (x, y) is totally 
isotropic. Hence if u, v E (k,. k,,) so that U, c E (x, y), then B(u, v) = 0. 
Then, from Eq. (4), 
E,(u, v) = B, (u, v) = 0, 
and hence, by Eq. (5), /1(u, v) = 0. Thus (k,, k,) is totally isotropic for 
n(x, y). Consequently n >, 2 since the maximum dimension of a totally 
isotropic subspace in K4” is 2n] 1, p. 61. Thus (x, y) is conjugate to every 
member of .fl that it intersects non-trivially. 
Suppose now that B(x, y) # 0. Then (x, y) is non-isotropic. Let 
0 # u E (k,, k,,). There is an element L’ of (x, J) such that B(u, v) # 0. Let 
B(u, L’) = v. Suppose that /Ii is one of PO, p, that is not zero. By Eq. (3), if 
w = wirP’u then B(u, w) = wi. Then, from Eq. (4) and Eq. (5), /i(u, w) = 
pi # 0. Hence (k,, k,) is non-isotropic; there is no non-zero vector of 
(k,, k,,) conjugate to all the rest. Thus X= (x, ~)~n (k,, k,,) has 
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dimension 2, so, since (x, y) is totally isotropic, X = (x, y). Thus (,x, y) is 
not conjugate to each member of .R that it intersects nontrivially. 
In order that (x, y) and (i, y) may lie in the same orbit under 
Spz,(q2) . (CT) it is clearly necessary that either they are both respectively 
conjugate to the members of fl that they intersect non-trivially, or they are 
both not conjugate to the members of .W that they intersect nontrivially. 
Suppose, first, that they are both so conjugate. Then n > 2 and 
B(x, J’) = 0 = B(.i?, 9). 
By Witt’s Theorem, there is an element A of Spzn(q2) such that A,-? -= x and 
A.1: = J. Then A takes (2, i) to (?Z, 9). Suppose, secondly, that they are both 
not conjugate to the members of R that they intersect nontrivially. Then 
B(x, 4’) = a # 0 and B(.?, 9) = p # 0. Let 
z = /!h I?‘, (91 
so that B(x, z) = /3. Then, by Witt’s theorem, there is an element A of 
Sp*,,(q*) such that AZ? = x and A$ = z. Then A takes (ri, 9) to (x, z). Thus 
(x, z) is totally isotropic and so z E (x)-. Further, by Eq. (9), z E k,. Hence 
z E Y = (x)‘n (k,, k,V). Now Y has dimension 3 and contains k,. which 
meets k, only in (0). Hence Yf? kY has dimension 1. It contains y and z. 
Hence (y) = (z), and so A takes (%,1;) to (x, y). In each case the A 
constructed takes i to x and so is in the stabilizer of (x) if (x) =- (ri). If 
n > 2 then there are 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces through (x) of 
each type not in 3. Our argument has shown that ifn = 1 then there are 2 
orbits of 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces under Sp2,,(q2) . (a), 
name@, .f and the set y, of those not in 3, while if n > 2 then there are 3 
orbits, namely, .R, the set $ of those subspaces that are not conjugate to 
each member of 8 that they intersect non-trivially, and the set /i of those 
that are conjugate to each member of .fl that they intersect non-trivially. If 
,q LX) /r ix’, /r y’ are, respectivel.y, the members of R, f”, , y2 that contain (x) 
then ‘, R (x), /r y), /r y are each orbits under the stabilizer of (x) in 
Sp(q*) . (u): of course, 3 ‘I) = {k,} and y:“’ is empty when n = 1. 
(d) Since, by (6), G strictly contains the stabilizer in SpJn(q) of 3 
there is an element T in G such that Tk, @ R for some k,. By (c) we see 
that if n = 1 then .x U /; is a single orbit under G, i.e., G is transitive on the 
totally isotropic 2-dimensional subspaces. Suppose that n > 2. By Witt’s 
theorem there is an element A in Spz,(q2) such that ATx =x. Then, by (6). 
S = AT is in the stabilizer G(“) of (x) in G and, by (c), Sk, is in one of r{-“, 
F i”‘. Let y & k,. Now y E k; if and only if (x. y) E r y’. Thus the subspaces 
of iy ‘-‘) U F y’ span k-t. If a E k, and y E k,‘\k, then by writing 
a=y + (a-y), with a-y E k-t\k,, we see that the subspaces of 
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fr :-” span k; . Hence if either ,fl(X) U PI”’ or 1”y’ is an orbit under G(“) then 
GcX) must fix k: and hence k, ; a contradiction. Since orbits under GcX) are 
unions of orbits under the stabilizer of (x) in Sp,,(q*) . (a) there is an orbit 
of GcX) containing pt;jx) U /“?I. Hence this orbit is .W’I) Up~x)Up~‘. By 
(c), G has .f’U /“; V pz as an orbit. Thus, for each n, G is transitive on the 
2-dimensional totally isotropic subspaces. 
(e) We prove that G = Spa,(q) by induction on n. 
Consider the initial case n = 1. If k, = (a, b) then b=Aa for some A in L 
and so, by Eq. (3) B(a, b) = 0. Thus, from Eq. (4), B,,(a, b) = B,(a, b) = 0. 
Thus k, is totally isotropic with respect to every alternating form 
aB,(x, y) + /?B,(x, y) with a, /? not both zero in K. Each of these forms is 
non-singular [ 5, p. 1761. Conversely if (a, b) is a totally isotropic 2- 
dimensional subspace for each of these forms then B,,(a, b) = B,(a, b) = 0 
and hence B(a, b) = 0. Then, from Eq. (3) with n = 1, b E (a) and so 
(a, b) = k,. Thus .R is the set of all 2-dimensional subspaces totally 
isotropic for each of the forms uB,(x, y) + @?, (x, y). Passing to PG(3, q) we 
see that the lines of .‘i‘ are all the lines totally isotropic for each member of a 
pencil of symplectic polarities containing A; geometers sometimes call the 
polarities linear complexes and the lines common to all members of a pencil 
of linear complexes a linear congruence: see [3 1, pp. 13 1, 1391. Now .Y has 
q* + 1 lines since L* has (q4 - l)/(q* - 1) subspaces of dimension one. 
Since a line in PG(3, q) has q + 1 points, q + 1 < q* + 1, and the lines of .? 
are skew there is no line meeting all the lines of 2 . Thus .? is an elliptic 
linear congruence. Hence PSp,(q*) . ( u is the stabilizer in PSp,(q) of an ) 
elliptic congruence of totally isotropic lines. If q is odd then PSp,(q*) . (a) is 
thus the subgroup numbered (6) in Mitchell’s list of maximal subgroups of 
PSp,(q) 123, pp. 395, 3961. Thus, by the equivalence of statements (i) and 
(ii) in the Theorem and (6) we see that if q is odd then G = Sp,(q), as 
required. To cope with the case of q even, represent the lines of PG(3, q) by 
the points of their Grassmannian, the Klein quadric Q, in PG(5, q): see [ 3 1. 
pp. 134 et seq. ]. The lines of a non-singular linear complex are represented 
by the intersection of Q with the conjugate PG(4, q) of a point off Q; let P be 
that point representing A and p its conjugate PG(4, q). Since q is even P E p. 
and Sp,(q) 2 PSp,(q) acts as the group of p f? Q ] 1, pp. 53, 54 ]. The pencil 
of linear complexes is represented by a line T through P skew to Q, and SO 
the lines of i are represented by the points of Q in the conjugate PG(3, q) I 
of T. This section is a non-singular quadric Q, elliptic since .Y is an elliptic 
congruence. Project p onto t from P. The lines on Q n p project to lines of a 
linear complex whose form is the symplectic polarity associated with Q: this 
is the way to obtain the standard isomorphism Sp,(q) z O,(q) for q even 
[ 1, p. 54; 4, p. 4621. Hence PSp2(q2) . (u) = Sp2(q2) . (u) is the subgroup in 
this representation of Sp,(q) that fixes Q. Hence by the case n = 2 of 
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Theorem 7 of [6, p. 2151 or Theorem 3 of [ 9, p. 207 ] it is maximal in Sp,(q). 
Again G = Sp,(q). Alternatively. an investigation of Flesner’s duality 
] 1 l., 12 ] and our argument shows that considered as the group of i our 
Spz(q2) (a) is his dual of a non-maximal index orthogonal group, which he 
shows ] 12, p. 248 ] is maximal in Sp,(q) z PSp,(q). 
Consider, now, the case n > 1. Our induction hypothesis is that st,atement 
(ii) is true for the Sp,,(q) with m < n. 
Let V, be the 2-dimensional subspace of L’” given b:y xj = 
x4 = . . . =x 2n = 0. Then V, = V; is given by X, =x2 = 0. Suppose we apply 
our construction of Section 2.1 to each of V, and V,, imagining that 
V, = L’ and V, = L”“- ‘I. Then, by Eq. (2), for i = 1, 2, we should take for 
our alternating form on Vi the restriction B”‘(x, y) of B(x,J) to V,. Further, 
if Sp( Vi) denotes the symplectic group of B”‘(x, y), then the group to 
consider on Vi is Sp(Vi) . (a,), w h ere gi is the restriction of u to Vi. Now o 
fixes V, and V, so, by Dedekind’s rule, the stabilizer E of V, in 
Spzn(q2) . (0) is F. (u), w ere F is its intersection with Sp2,,(q2). But h 
F z Sp( V,) x Sp( V2) ] 1, p. 61: the factor isomorphic to Sp( Vi) acts naturally 
on Vi and fixes Vf vectorwise. Thus the projection of E on Vi is 
SP(Vi) . (a;>. 
Apply the correspondence x tt x. By (a), to V, and VI correspond 
subspaces U, and U, of K4” of respective dimensions 4 and 4n - 4, with 
U, = U;. Let /ii(x, y) be the restriction of /i(x, y) to Ui and let Sp(U,) be its 
symplectic group. The stabilizer of U, , and thus Uz, in Sp&q) can be 
considered as Sp(U,) x Sp(U,), where Sp(U,) fixes r/f vectorwise [ 1, p. 6 ]. 
Thus E < Sp(U,) X Sp(U,) and the projection of E on Sp(U,) is 
Sp( Vi) . (ai). The restriction of the bijection x tt x to Vi is just the 
construction process of Section 2.1 applied to V,, and this yields in Uj a set 
X; of 2-dimensional subspaces that are just those k, of R that lie in U;. 
Further, from Eq. (3) and Eq. (5), the symplectic form we obtain in Ui 
starting from B”‘(x, y) and ui is /li(x, y); the only choice for /I, and p, in 
Eq. (5) is to replace both by the same K-scalar multiple 15, pp. 178, 179 ]. 
Thus the stabilizer in Sp(U,) of ,Ti is Sp(V,) . (u;), which by the induction 
hypothesis, is maximal in Sp(U,). Further, Sp( Vi) fixes U,f vectorwise. 
Let H be the stabilizer of U, in G. Then 
E < H < SP@‘,) x SO. (10) 
Let Hi = H f? Sp(U,), and let Hi be the projection of Hi on Sp(U,). The 
standard Remak-Klein-Fricke analysis [ 29, pp. 183, 1841 of subgroups of a 
direct product shows that 
Hi _a Hi, (11) 
i&/H, z ii,lH,, (12) 
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and 
From the previous paragraph and (10) we have 
(14) 
Let t be a 2-dimensional totally isotropic subspace of Ui not in fli. Since, 
by (d), G acts transitively on the set of 2-dimensional totally isotropic 
subspaces of K4” and, by (b), there are at least q’ - 1 elements of 
Sp,,(q*) . (a) whose fixed space is k;, we see, from (6) that there are at 
least q2 - 1 members of G with t’ for fixed space. Now t < Uj so that 
t’ > U;, and hence these elements fix U: vectorwise. Hence all lie in Sp(U,), 
and thus they lie in H and Hi. Their fixed space t’ n Ui in CJj is the 
conjugate space of t with respect to Ai(x, y). Thus (b) applied to 
Sp(V,) (a,) shows that at least q’ - 2 of these elements are not in 
Sp(V,) . (UJ. S’ mce q > 2 there is at least one element of Hi not in 
Sp( Vi) . (a,), and this element, by (1 l), is in Hi. Hence, by (14) and the 
maximality of Sp( Vi) . (a,) in Sp(U,), we see that 
H; = Sp( Ui). (15) 
Since Sp(Vj) < Hi we see that Hi contains members other that the identity 
map of Vi and its negative. Hi is thus, by (11) and (15). a normal subgroup 
of Sp(U,) not in its centre. Except when q = 2 and U; has dimension 4 the 
only such normal subgroup of Sp(U,) is itself [ 1, p. 12 1. Hence, if q # 2 then 
Hi = Z?; and so, from (13) and (IS), 
H = Sp(U,) x Sp(UJ. (16) 
If q = 2 and n > 2 then, similarly, Hz = H,. Then. by (12). H, = H, and 
hence again we have (16). Exclude, until further notice, the case q = 2 and 
n = 2. By (16), H is the stabilizer of U, in Sp4,,(q). If n = 2 then Sp,,,(q*) has 
an element interchanging V, and V,; for example, that given by x, H xi, 
x2 tf x4. This induces an element in G interchanging U, and I/?, by (6). 
Only when n = 2 are the dimensions of U, and U, the same. Hence G always 
contains the stabilizer in Spa,(q) of the conjugate pair of subspaces U, and 
Uiz. This stabilizer is maximal in SpJn(q) [ 17, p. 373 1. Now Sp2,1(q’) has 
members not fixing the pair I’, and VI; it is, by Witt’s theorem, transitive on 
the set of all one-dimensional subspaces. Hence G does not fix the pair U, 
and U,. Hence G strictly contains their stabilizer and so is Sp,,,(q): as 
required. 
Finally, take q = 2 and n = 2. By (a) there are at least 2” -- 1 = 3 elements 
of Sp,(4) . (a) whose fixed space in KX is k:. These 3 elements are all 
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conjugate in Sp,(4) since they arise from transvections [ I, p. lo]., and so 
they are conjugate in Sp,(2). Now k: n k, has dimension 2, so their fixed 
space is what is called a U; in the list of the conjugacy classes of Sp,(2) in 
16, pp. 207-2091. Two classes of Sp,(2) have U: for fixed spaces, class III 
with 3’ . 5 . 7 . 17 members and class XIII with 3’ . 5 . 7 . 17 members. 
Now KX has 5355 = 3’ . 5 . 7 . 17 subspaces of type r/; [ 6, p. 206 1, so class 
III has 3 members with k,’ for fixed space and class XIII I member. Thus 
Sp,(4) . (a) must contain ail 3 members of class III with k-J for fixed space. 
Since G is transitive, by (c), on the set of U: we see that G contains all the 
members of class III of Sp,(2). These generate a normal subgroup of Sp,(2). 
Since Sp,(2) is simple II, p. 121, this subgroup, and thus G, is Sp,(2): as 
required. 
Our induction proof is complete. 
2.3. One observation is in order. If q is even then the transvections of 
Spzn(q2) all have order 2. The q* - 1 elements of Spa,,(q) arising from them 
and having k.i for fixed space thus belong to a conjugacy class of involutions 
of Span(q). There are two such conjugate classes, denoted by D, and D,; in 
14 1. If one takes their sizes given in [ 3, p. 424 1, a little calculation shows that 
q - 1 elements of D, and (q* - l)(q - 1) elements of D,, have k.; for fixed 
space. Thus our q* - 1 involutions from Sp>,,(q’) must all be in D,, . If q = 2 
then they are all the members of D, with k.; for fixed space. Arguing as in 
the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 1 we see that we may deduce 
straight from (d) that if n > 2 then Sp,,,(4) (u) is maximal in Sp,,,(2), 
avoiding the Remak-Klein-Fricke analysis and induction. But for q > 2 we 
have q* ~ 1 < (q’ ~ l)(q - l), and so we do not know that G contains all 
the elements of D,, . So the bypass is not available. 
2.4. The action of Sp,,(q’) . (a) is of geometric interest. It is thus 
worthwhile to clear up the ambiguity in the summary of (b) in Section 2.2. 
We have 
PROPOSITION 1. Let U be a totall)’ isotropic Z-dimensional subspace 
of K’“. 
(i) ff U E ~9’ then there are q’ ~ 1 members of SpZ,((q’) . (0) whose 
,fixed space is UL. 
(ii) if U @G 3 then except when n = 1 and q is even there are no 
elemews of Sp,,(q’) . (a) whose fixed space is U’. ~~~hile if n = 1 land q is 
even then there is one such element. 
ProoJ Suppose that C = Aom, where A E Spzn(q2) and m is 0 or 1, acts 
on L ‘* and induces C acting on K4” whose fixed space is k.;. Arguing as we 
did around Eq. (8) with (x)’ in place of (x,J’)- we see that m = 0, and thus 
C is in Sp,,,(q’). Now C fixes each vector of (x)-. Hence C must be a 
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transvection with centre (x) ] 1, pp. 9, IO]. There are q’ ~ 1 such 
transvections, by Eq. (7); (i) follows. 
The argument of (b) justifies that part of (ii) that concerns the case n > 1. 
So suppose that n = 1 and that U G$ R. Then U = U’. By Witt’s theorem, we 
may take, momentarily, coordinates (a,, .gZ. -q3, 2,) of KJ so that 
and U is spanned by (1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, l,O. 0). A simple matrix 
computation shows that any member C of Sp,(q) with U’ for fixed space has 
the form ($* t), where S IS a non-zero symmetric 2 x 2 matrix. Thus C has 
order p, where p is the characteristic of GF(q). We must show that if p and 
thus q are odd then C cannot arise from an element C = Au” acting on L2, 
where A E Sp,(q’) and m is 0 or 1. Suppose it does. Then C lies in a Sylow 
p-subgroup of Sp,(q*) . (a). S’ mce this product is semidirect and u has order 
2 this Sylow p-subgroup and thus C is in Sp,(q*) and m = 0. By (a), the 
fixed space of C has dimension 2n - 1 = 1, half that of that of C. Thus C is 
a transvection ] 1, p. 91 and U is a k, ; our required contradiction. 
Finally, suppose that n = 1, q is even and U 6? .X. We know, by (b), that 
there is at most one member of Sp,(q’) . (a) with U for fixed space. Further. 
by (c), Sp,(q’) . (a) acts transitively on the set of 2-dimensional totally 
isotropic subspaces not in .fl. Thus all we need do is produce one member of 
Sp,(q’) . (cr) with such a subspace for fixed space. M is such a member. For 
the fixed vectors of 0 are all (,I, p)’ in L2 with 1, ,D E K. Thus the fixed space 
W of M consists of all (1, 0,~. 0)’ in K4. Thus W has dimension 2. It does 
not correspond to a one-dimensional subspace of L2 so W @ 3’. Now M has 
order 2 and is in Sp,(q). The conjugate of its fixed space must be totally 
isotropic for /i(x, y) by the description of involutions in [ 4, p. 462 1. Hence. 
since it has dimension 2, W is totally isotropic: as required. 
3. POSSIBLE GENERALIZATIONS OF THE MAXIMALITY THEOREM 
3.1. Suppose that we replace GF(q2) by GF(q’), so that L = GF(q’), 
r > 1. Then we take 6’ = (1, LU, w2 ,..., or+’ ) and the analogue of (1) for ,I is 
A = A’& (17) 
where li’ = (&, A, ,..., /I,_ ,) has its entries in K. The bijection x t-1 x given by 
(x, 3 x2 >***> x,) + (XI 3 x; ,.*a> x;) is now from L2” to K2’“. To A in GL,,(q’) 
corresponds A in GL,,,(q) and to u, now of order r, corresponds M in 
G-L(q). 
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The image k, of (x) in L2” has dimension r. We let. copying (2). 
defining /I analogous to .~f : 2,. is the Yr of (5 1. 
In place of (4) we have 
B(x,4')=B,,(x,y)+oB,(x.y)+ ... tw' 'B,.-,(x,y). (18) 
Each non-zero K-linear combination of the B;(x, y) is a non-singular alter 
nating form on K”“, and has each k, for a totally isotropic subspace. There 
are PO, P, ,..., p,-, not all zero in K such that Sp?,(q’) . (a) is the stabilizer of 
-4 in the symplectic group Spz,.,,(q) of 
A(xy)=P”B”(x,y)+p,B,(x*Y)+ ... +Pr ,B,-,(X,Y). 
All this is taken from [ 5 1. 
We shall make use of 
PROPOSITION 2. Take any non-zero K-linear combination P(x, y) of the 
B;(x, y). Then there is an element A in GL>,,(q”) such that the sqvnplectic 
group of P(x, y) is A- ’ Spz,,(q) A. The stabilizer in this of Xr is 
A ’ Spdq’) . (0) A. 
Proof Let 
p(X, Y) = %Bdx. Y> t a, B,(x, y) + ... + a,B, ,(x, y). 
For 0 # 1 E L take T in GL,,(q’) given by 
Then. by Eq. (3), B(Tx, Tit) = M(x.J). Hence, from Eq. (18). 
B,,(Tx.Ty)=~u,B,,(x,y)+~uBB,(x.~)+ ... ~u,. ,B, ,(x,Y), (19) 
where ,U~ is the coefficient of 1 when ,&I’ is written as a K-linear combination 
of 1, (0 . . . . . ~0~~ ‘, for j = 0 ,..., r - 1. Let the minimum polynomial of (IJ over K 
be 
trLPrp,tr-’ -pp, ,t’ 2 .‘. P-p”. 
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Then p,, # 0. Using Eq. (17) and this we see that 
PO = 2 0’ 
PI =P”L I - 
P2 = PO4 z+PoPr-,A I) 
. 
p, =p,)~,.-i + 1’ I 
where vi is a K-linear form in ,I,. , , ,Ir. 2 ,..., /z r ,+ , . Thus we may choose 
411Lr54 1, 2 ,...’ in succession so that, for each j. pi = a;. For the 
corresponding T, we have, by Eq. (19), B,(Tx, Ty) = P(x, y). Similarly, there 
is an element R in GL,,(q’) such that B,,(Rx, Ry) =/i(x, y). Hence if 
A = R-IT then P(x, y) =il(Ax, Ay), and so the group of P(x, y) is 
A ‘Sp,,,(q) A. Thus A ‘Sp,,,(q’) . (a) A is the stabilizer in this of A ’ 3;. 
But A permutes the (x) of I,“’ and hence A ’ ?r = ;U,.. The proposition 
follows. 
3.2. Our main result of this section is 
THEOREM 2. (i) If t > 1 is a divisor of r then the stabilizer of .< in 
Sp*,,,.(q) is contained in the stabilizer of f,. 
(ii) Zf r is composite then PSp,,(q’) . (a) is not maximal in PSpz,,(q) 
and Sp2,,(qr) (a) is not maximal in Spznr(q). 
Proof Suppose, in place of the base 1, w, w’,..,, wrm ’ of L over K, we 
took an arbitrary base I,, 1, ,..., 1,. Let N be the r X r K matrix obtained when 
we express each of 1, w,..., LU’~’ as a K-linear combination of 1, . . . . . I,. Then 
the coordinate vector of 2 with respect to the li base is N’h = fi. Conse- 
quently the bijection (x,, x2 ,..., x,,) w (xi, xi ,..., x;) of L2” to KZnr is just our 
bijection x I -+ x referred to the new coordinate system of K”” obtained by 
applying the matrix with r diagonal blocks N’. Further, the coefficient of I, 
in the expansion of B(x, y) as a K-linear combination of 1, ,..., 1, is a K-linear 
combination of the Bi(x, y); and conversely Bi(x, y) is a linear combination 
of the coefftcients of the li. So we obtain the same set of alternating forms 
on K”“. 
Suppose that r = st. Take K < F < L. where F = GF(q’). Let f, , fi ,.... f, be 
an (ordered) base for F over K and e, , ez ,..., e, be a base for L over F. Then, 
by standard field theory, f,e,,f2e ,,..., fre,,f,e2 ,..., f,e, ,..., f,e, ,.... f,e, is a 
base for L over K. Apply our standard construction from L’” to Fzsn; let 
Q(x) be the image of x coordinatized with respect to the base e, ,..., e,. Apply 
the standard construction from F“” to Kzrsn = K”“: let o(e(x)) be the image 
of 0(x) coordinatized with respect to the basef, . . . ..f.. Then @(x) is the x of 
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our bijection x t, x from L2” to K*‘” coordinatized with respect to the base 
f, e, ,...,f,e,. Suppose that g(ex, 0~) is the coefficient of e, when B(x,r) is 
expanded as an F-linear combination of e, ,..., e,, and that P(x, y) = 
P(9&, @?y) is the coefficient off, when B(Bx, By) is expanded as a K-linear 
combination of f ,,..., f,. Then P(x, y) is the coefficient of e,f, in the 
expansion of B(x, y) as a K-linear combination of the ei f;.. It follows from 
the preceding paragraph and Proposition 2 that the symplectic group of 
P(x. y) is A ’ SpZ,,(q) A for some A in GL,,,(q’). and the stabilizer of YY’~ in 
it is A ~’ Spzn(qr) . (CJ) A. 
The images under (D of the one-dimensional subspaces of F”” are t- 
dimensional subspaces of KZrn forming .Y?~. As @9(x) 2 ~((e(x))) we see that 
each member of iv, lies in one of-f,. and so is totally isotropic for /I(x. y) 
and P(x. y). For 0 # x E L*” let 
Then define 
i’= (l,,:.u#O}. 
Each element of GL,,(q’) acts as a permutation of LY, and so does u. 
Further 0(/J = (B(x)). Hence A ~’ Sp,,,(q’) . (a) A stabilizes ,iv,. 
It is readily checked that changing the coordinate system of F”” induces a 
change of coordinate system of KZrn = K”““. Since such a change for FZvn 
will take 8(8x, 19~1) to the standard canonical form we deduce, from 
Proposition 2 and the remarks at the beginning of this proof, .that the 
stabilizer in A -’ Sp2,,,(q) A of 3, is C ’ Sp2,,W . @> C where Sp.dq’) is 
the “canonical” symplectic group on F*‘“, p is the semilinear map of F’” 
taking each coordinate to its qth power, and C arises from an element of 
GL,,,(q’). Thus, from the previous paragraph, 
A I Spz,(qr) . (0) A < C I Sp,,,,(q’) . @> C < A ’ Spz,,,(q) A. 
Thus if D = CA -’ then 
%M-1 . (0) ,< Do ’ Sp2,v,(qt) . @> D < Spz,&). (20) 
D-- ’ Sp2,Y,(q’) . @) D is the stabilizer in Sp,,,(q) of AR,, which is iv, since 
A acts as a permutation of J’. We have proved (i). 
If r is composite then we can have s > 1. Then ,< = (0((x)): x E L*“. 
x # 0) consists of subspaces of dimension s of F*““. The map of L*” taking 
each coordinate to its q’-th power is u’. Thus. by Proposition 2 applied to the 
construction given by 8, the stabilizer of .< in the symplectic group of 
8(8x. 8~)) is a conjugate of Spzn(qr) ’ (a’); suppose the index is h. Then 
h > 1. Since p has order t and 0 has order s, ISpIn (a)1 is t times 
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lS~&7 . (a’>1 and th e index of Spzn(qr) . (0) in D ’ Spza,(q’) . @) D is 
hf/t = h > 1. Thus the first containment of (20) is strict, and Spzn(qr) . (a) is 
not a maximal subgroup of Spzrn(q). Quotienting by (-I,,) acting on L’“, 
which corresponds to (-Zzr,) acting on Kzr”, yields the fact that 
PSp,,(q’) . (u) is not maximal in PSp,,,(q). The theorem is proved. 
Notice, finally, that a similar quotienting applied to (20) shows that the 
stabilizer of .Yr in PSp,,,(q) is contained in the stabilizer of i,, where /, is 
the spread of PG(2m - 1, q) corresponding to .iv,. 
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